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STATE OF WISCONSIN CIRCUIT COURT BROWN COUNTY 
                                                  BRANCH       
 
STATE OF WISCONSIN 
 Plaintiff, 
 
              vs. 
 
JEFFREY WAYNE BELISLE 
N5719 County Turnpike H 
De Pere, WI 54115 
DOB: 08/31/1961 
Sex/Race: M/I 
Eye Color: Brown 
Hair Color: Brown 
Height: 6 ft 00 in 
Weight: 220 lbs 
Alias:  
 Defendant. 
 

DA Case No.: 2020BR007992 
Assigned DA/ADA: Dana J. 
Johnson 
Agency Case No.:  
 
Court Case No.: 2020CF 
ATN:  
 

 
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 

 
Complainant, Dana J. Johnson, a Deputy District Attorney, being first duly sworn on oath, 
deposes and says that: 
 
Count 1: REPEATED ACTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT OF A CHILD 
 
The above-named defendant between April 1, 2020 and December 15, 2020, in the City of 
Green Bay, Brown County, Wisconsin, did commit repeated sexual assaults involving the 
same child, EV, an eight year old child, where at least three of the assaults were violations of 
sec. 948.02(1) Wis. Stats., contrary to sec. 948.025(1)(d) Wis. Stats., a Class B Felony, and 
upon conviction may be sentenced to a term of imprisonment not to exceed sixty (60) years.  
 
 
 
Complainant is a Deputy District Attorney with the Brown County District Attorney’s Office and 
knows of the above offense(s) on information and belief based upon: 
 
 
PROBABLE CAUSE:   
 
 1.  Complainant’s review of the details of Officer Michael Pecore of the Oneida Police 
Department which indicates that on December 15, 2020, at approximately 9:09 A.M, I, Officer 
Michael Pecore #826 was dispatched to  Sorenson Dr, City of Green Bay. Brown County for 
sex offense. Oneida Dispatch advised LT, an adult female called to report her 8-year-old 
cousin EV,  who she has guardianship over was abused by her ex-boyfriend Jeffrey W. Belisle 
(DOB 08-31-66). Sgt. Stacy Prevost #809 responded to this incident as well.  
 
Upon arrival, Officers met with LT and her daughter AH, an adult female. I spoke LT and AH in 
the living room which is located upstairs. In the living room there are two couches that face 
each other. On the west wall was the TV and on east wall was the Christmas tree. AH, LT, and 
the kid's bedroom are located downstairs.  
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I introduced myself as a Law Enforcement Officer with the Oneida Police Department and 
asked LT to explain what happened. LT explained Jeffrey had been staying at her house since 
April 2020. LT also explained EV and her 6-year-old brother EAV, were placed at her 
residence around October 2020. LT noticed strange behavior between Jeffrey and the kids. LT 
stated behavior was very weird and strange for how close Jeffrey was getting to the kids. LT 
stated she spoke with Jeffrey and asked him to relax his behavior with the kids because it felt 
uncomfortable. LT told Jeffrey it was not appropriate and asked him to stop. LT stated Jeffrey 
understood. I asked LT to describe the strange behavior Jeffrey was displaying towards the 
kids. LT stated Jeffrey was "tickling", going in the kid's bedroom constantly which both kids 
sleep in, and being the adult to cover them at night. LT described the behavior as "grooming" 
and like he was attempting to build a relationship. LT stated Jeffrey's behavior continued 
despite her asking him to stop.  
 
LT and AH mentioned an incident that occurred Wednesday, December 9th, 2020. LT stated 
she works during normal business hours and usually comes home around 5:00 P.M. LT stated 
on Wednesday, December 9th, 2020, while she was at work, Jeffrey and AH were at home 
with EV because she was sick with an ear infection. AH mentioned EAV was at daycare until 
4:30 P.M. AH stated she is usually home during these hours but left around 3:00 P.M and 
mentioned she remembered the kid's bedroom door was open prior to her leaving. AH stated 
when she returned home around 5:00 P.M, she went upstairs to the living room area and saw 
EAV in the living room by himself. AH thought that was unusually and began to question EAV 
where Jeffrey and EV were. AH stated EAV indicated they were downstairs in their bedroom. 
AH stated she checked the kid's bedroom and noticed the door was closed shut. AH stated 
she thought the situation was not right. AH stated she stood by the door and got a "gross" 
feeling because she knew EV was in the bedroom alone with Jeffrey. AH stated she checked 
other locations in the house multiple times to confirm Jeffrey and EV were in the kid's 
bedroom. AH stated she did not want to open the bedroom door because she was scared, she 
would see Jeffrey doing something inappropriate to EV. AH stated before this incident 
occurred, she did not suspect any weird behavior of Jeffrey prior. AH stated with Jeffrey's 
recent behavior and him being in the room alone with EV was "not right" and gave her a "sick" 
feeling. AH stated LT came home around 5:30 P.M and he came out the kid's bedroom before 
LT entered the house.  
 
On Sunday, December 13th, 2020, LT stated she went to her aunt's house for a couple hours 
and left the kids at home with Jeffrey and AH. LT stated when she returned home, she went to 
the living room and saw Jeffrey laying the couch with both the kids on him. LT stated he was 
tickling the kids and they were screaming. LT stated she instantly got that "weird feeling" again 
and told the kids to get off Jeffrey and go get dressed out of their pajamas. LT stated AH came 
up stairs up and told her she needed to talk. LT stated AH and she went downstairs and talked 
about this incident that occurred on Wednesday, December 9th, 2020 and how AH felt about it. 
LT stated AH told her she noticed weird behavior with Jeffrey and kids, and something was not 
right about it. LT stated after AH told her how she felt with Jeffrey and kids that it confirmed 
what she had been feeling about Jeffrey. LT stated Jeffrey playing with kids, him tickling them, 
always being in their room confirmed that "weird feeling" she got from Jeffrey. LT asked AH to 
take the kids and get them out of the house while she talked with Jeffrey. LT stated AH and the 
kids left and she spoke with Jeffrey. LT told Jeffrey he needed to leave, and she did not want 
to discuss why. LT stated Jeffrey started questioning why instantly and she told him it was 
because she doesn't feel comfortable with the way he acts towards kids and after she found 
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out he was in the kids bedroom alone with EV on Wednesday, December 9th, 2020 despite 
her asking him not to go in the kids bedroom. LT stated Jeffrey tried to reason with her, but she 
told him he had leave. LT stated Jeffrey began to gather his belongings but was taking his 
time. LT stated she began to become fearful of him knowing his violent history and left without 
him knowing. LT stated she received a text from Jeffrey stating he left the house.  
 
LT stated on Tuesday, December 15th, 2020, she began to feel guilty about the whole 
situation and exposing the kids to Jeffrey. LT decided she was going to talk with EV about 
Jeffrey. LT asked EV if she was touched by Jeffrey and she told LT she was. LT asked EV if 
Jeffrey touched her private part on the outside or inside of her clothing. LT stated EV told her 
Jeffrey did both. LT stated EV told her she was touched twice by Jeffrey upstairs and 
downstairs. LT stated EV told her when she was touched by Jeffrey it was "scary" and was told 
not to tell LT by Jeffrey.  
 
On Friday, December 18th, 2020 at approximately 11:30 A.M, the interview with EV took place 
at the Willow Tree Cornerstone Child Advocacy Center (503 S. Monroe St. Green Bay, WI in 
Brown County) by Forensic Interviewer Kristi Sickel. Observing with me was a representative  
from Brown County Health and Human Services. During the initial portion of the interview, EV 
correctly differentiated between truth and lie. EV explained that she promised to tell the truth. 
EV was able to explain details of her day starting from beginning, middle, and end.  
 
EV was asked if she knew why she was at the interview and what she needed to talk to her 
about. EV changed the subject and talked about making a Christmas list for her mother and 
thought she was there to talk about how people grow up. EV was asked what LT told her about 
coming to talk with the interviewer about and she stated she did not remember. EV was asked 
if something happened to her recently that they needed to talk about. EV took a few moments 
to respond and stated her mother's gone and she wanted to see her. While EV explained how 
she wanted to see her mother, her voice was hard to hear, and her head was down looking at 
the pillow. EV stated she had a pillow like the one in the interview room. While she said that, 
her voice sounded happy and she raised her head up at the interviewer.  
 
EV was asked if she recently talked with LT about someone named "Jeff". EV said "mhmm". 
The interviewer asked EV to tell about that. EV said "He touches my private" EV was asked to 
tell more about Jeffrey and EV said "I don't like when he touches it". EV said" I don't like when 
he touches me a lot and sometimes it is upstairs". EV was asked if the touching happens 
upstairs. EV corrected the interviewer and stated the touching happened downstairs as well. 
While EV explained about Jeffrey touching her, her body was hunched over, her head looking 
into the pillow, and her voice was hard to hear. EV later explained in the interview when she 
refers to the word "it", she is referring to her private area which she uses to go bathroom and 
indicated "pee" comes out of "it".  
 
The interviewer asked EV where the touching happens, and she stated Jeffrey touched her 
upstairs. The interviewer asked EV where upstairs does the touching happen. EV responded 
by stating he tickles her in the living room. EV also stated the touching happened in the kitchen 
and behind the couch  which is in the living room. EV stated downstairs she was touched by 
Jeffrey in her bedroom on the bed and in LT's room. EV explained she shares a room with 
EAV. EV explained she was touched and tickled by Jeffrey while lying on the bed in her 
bedroom while covered up with her brothers "Avengers" blanket. EV stated her, EAV, and 
Jeffrey were underneath the blanket with Jeffrey in the middle of them. EV stated he (Jeffrey) 
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kept touching her and stated she didn't like it. EV stated when EAV pulled the blanket off the 
Jeffrey stopped touching EV. EV stated under the blanket she was touched by Jeffrey's hands 
in her private. EV stated she did not like it and felt "scared". 
 
EV was asked to explain more about Jeffrey touching her. EV stated when she is touched by 
Jeffrey her clothes are on her body, but he sometimes he pulls her pants down. EV stated 
when her cloths are on Jeffrey will reach inside her underwear and touch her private area. 
While EV explained how Jeffrey reached inside her underwear she leaned forward at her waist 
and hung her hands over her feet with her head lying on the pillow that was on her lap. EV 
stated Jeffrey likes licking her, but she doesn't like it because she told him "no". The 
interviewer asked EV if Jeffrey licks her private area and she said, "You got it right". EV tried to 
change the subject by asking why there was not a window in the interview room. EV was 
asked to continue to talk more about Jeffrey licking her and she said, "He doesn't do it 
anymore because he's not in the house no more". EV was asked to explain how Jeffrey licks 
her private when her clothes are on. EV explained Jeffrey pulls her pants down. EV was asked 
to explain more about Jeffrey pulling her pants down. EV indicated sometimes Jeffrey pulls her 
pants down to her knees and ankles and pointed with her finger at her ankle and knee on her 
body. EV was asked where Jeffrey's clothes are when he touches or licks her, and she stated 
his clothes were on his body. EV was later asked what Jeffrey uses to lick her and she stated 
Jeffrey used his tongue which was in his mouth. EV was able to draw on a diagram of the 
human body where Jeffrey licked her private. EV drew a circle around the vaginal area.  
 
EV was asked if Jeffrey licked her private once or more than one time. EV said, "more than 
one time". EV was asked to explain more about the touching and licking and EV stated Jeffrey 
does it like he is "serious". The interviewer asked EV to explain more to her about Jeffrey 
doing it "serious". EV said "it feels like he's doing it serious".  EV was asked why Jeffrey was 
"serious" when he touches and licks and she said, "I don't know". While EV explained she was 
hunched over with her hands hung above her feet, her head on the pillow, and rocking back 
and forth on the interview couch. EV later explained, Jeffrey likes touching her and knows he 
does by the look on his face. 
 
EV stated once Jeffrey asked her if he could touch her and she told him "No". EV stated 
Jeffrey told her that she could touch his private area and she told him "No". EV indicated 
Jeffrey's private part was in his pants and he used his private area to "pee".  
 
EV explained in LT's bedroom  Jeffrey pulled down her pants and licked her private area. EV 
also stated Jeffrey asked her if he could lick her private area and she said "No" but licked her 
private area anyway.  
 
EV began to explain a time Jeffrey brought her behind the couch  in the living room. EV 
explained Jeffrey brought her behind the couch to "hide her" and he pulled her pants down and 
began to touch and lick her. EV stated she heard knocking at the front door and heard LT 's 
voice. EV stated Jeffrey went downstairs to unlock the front door for LT. EV stated she pulled 
her pants back up and went downstairs by LT to greet her. EV stated Jeffrey does not touch 
her when LT 's around.  
 
EV began to explain when she was touched in her private area by the Christmas tree. EV 
stated after she was done eating breakfast she was being chased by Jeffrey because she was 
putting her "drool" on him. EV stated when she was caught by Jeffrey and he told her "this is 
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what you get". EV stated Jeffrey started to touch her private on the outside of her clothing. EV 
stated Jeffrey kept touching her in her "pee" area where LT told her she was not supposed to 
be touched at.  
 
EV described Jeffrey as "scary". EV stated she thought Jeffrey was kind but does not feel that 
way towards him any longer. EV stated Jeffrey makes her feel sad and scared. EV stated she 
was 8 years old when she first met Jeffrey. 
 
EV was asked if Jeffrey touching her caused her any pain or caused any bleeding to her 
private area. EV stated it did not cause her pain or bleeding.   
 
On Friday, December 18th, 2020 at approximately 11:30 A.M, the interview with EAV took 
place at the Willow Tree Cornerstone Child Advocacy Center (503 S. Monroe St. Green Bay, 
WI in Brown County). Observing with me was a representative from Brown County Health and 
Human Services. During the initial portion of the interview, EAV correctly differentiated 
between truth and lie. EAV explained that he promised to tell the truth. EAV was able to 
explain details of her day starting from beginning, middle, and end. EAV stated he used to 
turns riding Jeffrey's back with EV. EAV was asked how Jeffrey plays with EV. EAV stated "he 
doesn't remember". 
 
EAV stated he doesn't know why he was there to talk with interview.  
 
EAV was asked who takes of him and EV and he stated LT does. EAV stated AH and Jeffrey 
also watch both of them when LT 's at work. EAV stated when Jeffrey watches them, Jeffrey 
watches TV and sometimes plays video games. EAV was asked if AH watches him and EV 
and he stated she did. EAV stated AH tells him and EV to go play downstairs. 
EAV was asked if he is ever alone with AH when she is watching them, and he said "No". EAV 
was asked if he is ever alone with Jeffrey when he watched him. EAV stated "No" and 
mentioned Jeffrey doesn't sleep with him but EAV does sleep in the same bed as EV. EAV 
was asked if Jeffrey and EV were ever in a room alone. EAV said "No".  
 
EAV was asked to describe him and EV bedroom. EAV stated there was a TV, toys, books, 
and beds in his room. EAV was asked Jeffrey ever laid in bed with him and EV or he helped 
them go to sleep. EAV stated "No". 
 
EAV was asked if knew on a body where someone should not look or touch without permission 
and he said "No". On a diagram of the human body EAV identified the penis region in the body 
as a part to "pee" from. EAV agreed it is not okay for someone to touch or look at this body 
part without permission. EAV was asked if he was touched on his "pee" part and he stated 
"No". On the diagram EAV identified the buttock region as a part to "poop". EAV agreed it is 
not okay for someone to touch or look at this body part without permission. EAV was asked if 
anyone has touched his body part he uses to "poop" and he said "No". EAV was able to 
identify the buttock and vaginal region as a body to "poop" and "pee" from. EAV agreed it was 
not okay for someone to touch the poop and pee body on a girl. EAV was asked if he knew a 
girl was being touched in those regions and he said "No". 
 
EAV was asked if anyone tickled him and he stated Jeffrey does. EAV stated Jeffrey tickles 
him and EV in the stomach, leg, back, and arms. EAV was asked if Jeffrey tickled him or EV in 
the poop or pee body area and he said "No".  
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On Monday, December 21st, 2020, I attempted to contact Jeffrey's Parole Agent Quinn 
Cavanaugh and received no answer and left a message. 
 
On Tuesday, December 22nd, 2020, I was notified by Detective Sgt. Ronald King #806 that 
Quinn contacted the Oneida Police Department and arranged for Jeffrey to come to the Police 
Department located at 2783 Freedom Rd, Village of Hobart, Brown County.  
Detective Sgt. King and I reinitiated contact with Jeffrey in the interview room and told him he 
was being placed under arrest on a Probation and Parole Hold. Detective Sgt. King advised 
Jeffrey he was also being investigated for charges of sexual assault of a child.  
 
I placed handcuffs, checked for proper fit, and safety locked them onto Jeffrey. I escorted 
Jeffrey out of the interview room to the rear of my squad. Jeffrey was searched incident to 
arrest and seated in the rear seat of my squad. While seated in the rear of my squad Jeffrey 
stated he wanted to make a statement. I read Jeffrey his Miranda Rights and stated he 
understood. Jeffrey agreed to speak with me and stated he remembers a time about a month 
or 2 ago he was building an igloo for EV and EAV. Jeffrey stated during this time EAV 
"slapped" EV's butt and she slapped EAV's butt back. Jeffrey stated the two tried to "slap" his 
butt and he told them to knock it off. Jeffrey then stated EV told him she had a secret to tell 
him. Jeffrey stated EV told him LT's granddaughter  was touched. Jeffrey stated EV took off 
running. Jeffrey told me this incident had to be relevant and thought it should be noted.  
 
2.  Complainant’s review of the details of Sgt Ron King of the Oneida Police Department which 
indicates that on Tuesday, December 22, 2020, I Detective Sergeant Ron King Jr. #806 was 
assigned to follow up with a sexual assault complaint that Officer Michael Pecore #826 initially 
investigated. I was informed by Wisconsin Department of Corrections that Jeffrey Belisle will 
be reporting to the Oneida Police Department to talk to his probation officer. I saw Jeffrey in 
the lobby area of the Oneida Police Department, I advised Jeffrey I needed to talk to him about 
an investigation I was working on. Jeffrey was cooperative and Officer Dustin Muenster #825 
and I escorted Jeffrey to an interview room.  
  
I asked Jeffrey if he knew why I needed to talk to him, and he said "No." I told Jeffrey I wanted 
to get some information from him, like his address and phone number. Jeffrey said he lived 
with his Aunt DJ, on  Cornelius Circle, Town of Oneida, Outagamie County.  I asked Jeffrey 
how he knows LT. Jeffrey said she was his girlfriend, then stated, "My Ex-girlfriend." Jeffrey 
said she lives on Sorenson Dr. in the City of Green Bay, Brown County. I identified Jeffrey from 
his Wisconsin Driver’s License and verified the address on his DL is on Sorenson Dr. Green 
Bay, WI 54313.  
 
I explained to Jeffrey why I needed to talk to him, but with the information I had I needed to 
read him his Miranda Rights. Jeffrey sounded like he was very worried and asked "Oh, no 
what's going on, oh my God, what's going on." I asked who LT’s cousins were staying at the 
house and Jeffrey said EV and EAV. I told Jeffrey the information that was brought forward to 
the police department was inappropriate touching with him toughing EV. Jeffrey said "Oh my 
god no, oh my god, oh my god, oh my god no." Jeffrey put his head down and I read him his 
Miranda Rights. Jeffrey said he understood his rights and he wanted to make a statement. 
Jeffrey said he started staying at LT’s off and on after he was released from prison in March or 
April of this year (2020). I asked Jeffrey if he stayed at LT's right after he was released, and he 
said "No." Jeffrey said he stayed with his uncle who lives in Freedom Wisconsin and he would 
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go back and forth to LT's house. Jeffrey said it was starting to hard to travel back and forth so 
most of the time he stayed at LT's house.  
 
I asked Jeffrey how his relationship is with EV, did they get along and Jeffrey said, "Yes." 
Jeffrey said he met EV and EAV back when he first got out of prison. Jeffrey said   LT came to 
him and asked him if they could take the kids in or they would have to go to adoption. Jeffrey 
said he was all for it and they took EV and EAV in. I asked Jeffrey why EV would come forward 
with this kind of information to us, meaning the police. Jeffrey said, "I have no idea, everything 
was going great as far as I know." Jeffrey said LT was getting mad because he was spending 
time with her (LT’s) two brothers, so LT kicked them out and then it was just AH and the two 
kids. Then LT was getting mad because he played with the kids all the time. Jeffrey said he 
told LT, "Their kids, they want to play." Jeffrey said LT isn't the kind of person that will play with 
the kids. LT would tell Jeffrey that he is hanging out with her brothers too much, so Jeffrey 
stopped, then LT said he was getting too close to the kids and she said " Their not your kids" 
so Jeffrey said he stopped playing with the kids for 3 or 4 days. Jeffrey said he is supportive, 
and he gives hugs when the kids are down because that's what he did. Jeffrey said LT started 
to get mad at him because he wasn't working. Jeffrey said LT left to go visit her Aunt and then 
the kids asked him to "Play Horsy." Jeffrey said he got down on his hands and knees and the 
kids would climb on his back. Jeffrey said AH took EV and EAV to the park and then LT said 
she wanted to talk to him. LT told Jeffrey that LT told him she thinks something is going on with 
him and the kids. Jeffrey said he told LT,  "Long time ago if someone accused him of this or 
something that he didn't do like a robbery or something that somebody would um.... You know 
I don't want to make nobody uncomfortable, you have to realize I did 21 years, got out, come 
back to the community, I don't want to make nobody uncomfortable, I told her that if your 
uncomfortable or if anybody is uncomfortable even in Oneida, I will leave, I will move to 
another place because I just want to live." Jeffrey said he didn't know why LT was doing this 
and that's when Jeffrey said he was sick of it and LT told him to leave and "That was the end 
of that." Jeffrey said.  
 
I asked Jeffrey what he meant when he said, "Playing." Jeffrey said he gets down on his hands 
and knees and both EV and EAV would climb on his back and he would try to buck them off. I 
asked Jeffrey if there was anything else and he said, "Tickling" and that's it, then Jeffrey said 
they would play hide and seek and play with crayons and pictures, read books and that's it. I 
asked Jeffrey to explain the tickling, Jeffrey said he would tickle their sides and neck. Jeffrey 
said both (EV and EAV) would climb on him from both sides. I asked Jeffrey if it was possible if 
what EV is saying about touching could have happened when he was tickling her. Jeffrey said 
they play kind of rough because their big kids. Jeffrey said "So, I might, I don't know but I 
always make...I don't do that, I don't go below the waist at all, I do not want to do that, I don't 
do that, I made sure I don't do that, do you know what I mean."  
 
I told Jeffrey there was more information that EV said in a forensic interview with the Child 
Advocacy Center. I told Jeffrey, EV said he touched her on several occasions, touching skin to 
skin, over and under her clothing and licking her vagina. Jeffrey said what, Looking? I told 
Jeffrey "Licking her Vagina." Jeffrey said, "No my God, no my God no, I do not do that, I did 
not do that, I did not do that, I, no way no way.' I started saying that EV was saying... then 
Jeffrey cut me off and said, "I understand what she is saying." I said EV said, "You did this on 
several occasions and Jeffrey said, "I did not do that on several occasions." Then, Jeffrey 
followed up with saying "I did not do that on one occasion." I asked why he thinks EV would 
say this about him and he said, "I don't know." I told Jeffrey that he said him, and EV got along, 
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and he said, "We did." Jeffrey said when he was leaving EV brought him some rings. Jeffrey 
said EV said she met a boy and he wanted her to marry him. Jeffrey said "Yeah, Ok fine." 
Jeffrey said he didn't know what that meant. Jeffrey said, "I can't figure out, or think why, I 
really don't, I didn't do this, I wouldn't do this." Jeffrey said he has too much to lose. Jeffrey 
said he did 21 years and when he was released the first time his daughter got back into his life. 
She called the police and told them I beat her up severely and he was revoked and sent back 
to prison for 3 more years.  Jeffrey went on to say, "For me this is not, no way, I would, you 
know what I mean?" I said, "No I don't know what you mean." I said he sat in prison for 21 
years and he is released and now we have an 8-year-old girl who came forward with this 
information and Jeffrey said this was not right.   
 
I asked Jeffrey if he was ever left alone with EV and he said yes, he had to babysit the kids 
because EV was being tested for COVID, so she had to stay in her room. I asked Jeffrey if he 
would ever go into EV's room and he said, "Only at night to read them books." I asked Jeffrey if 
he was telling me that EV was lying about this? Jeffrey said, "I don't, I, I, I did not do that, for 
her to lie, I don't know if she can do that or not do it, or her perceptions." All Jeffrey said is he 
did not do this. "Oh my God I did not do this" he said. Jeffrey said, "I have way too much at 
stake to do, or ever think." Jeffrey said he can't even go to his family because their all 
alcoholics and he thinks if he goes by them the cops will come. I went back and asked Jeffrey 
if there was ever a time when he and EV were in her room together with the door closed and 
he said yeah. I asked him why the door was closed, and he said EV wanted to play Legos and 
she closed the door. I asked Jeffrey if the door was ever locked and he said, "No." I asked how 
long he was in the room with EV and he said maybe 4 or 5 minutes. I asked Jeffrey if there 
was a Christmas tree in the house and he said, "Yes." I asked him where it was, and he said 
the living room. 
 
I asked Jeffrey again about the tickling and asked if it was possible that he may have touched 
her while he was tickling her. Jeffrey said, "It could be." Jeffrey said they would play rough; 
There was no inappropriateness whatsoever, he played this way with all his grandkids. Jeffrey 
started saying that EV and EAV were scared of LT because LT would raise her voice when 
she would call the kids by their name. I told Jeffrey that he was telling me that he didn't do this, 
but possibly something could have happened when he was tickling EV and Jeffrey agreed and 
said, "Yeah, yeah, yeah." I asked Jeffrey if there was any other horse play with any of the kids 
and he said, "No." I ended contact with Jeffrey. 
 
Complainant is aware that the residence on Sorenson Dr, where these incidents took place 
involving Jeffrey Belisle and EV is located in the city of Green Bay,  Brown County, Wisconsin. 
 
Complainant believes the details of Officer Michael Pecor and Sgt. Ron King both of the 
Oneida Police Department because he has relied upon them in the past and found them to be 
true and accurate.  Complainant believes the information from LT, AH and EV because they 
are citizen witnesses. 
 
 
 
Based on the foregoing, the complainant believes this complaint to be true and correct. 
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Subscribed and sworn to before me on 
12/28/20 
Electronically Signed By:  
Jessica R Petras 
Special Prosecutor 
State Bar #: 1104660 

Electronically Signed By:  
Dana J. Johnson 
Complainant 
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